In many cases hyperbolicity in dynamical systems can be expressed in terms of the spectrum of some canonically associated linear operator; e.g., the linearization at a fixed point. Such a characterization is known for Anosov diffeomorphisms and flows. We construct a vector bundle map, based on the tensor product, whose spectrum is decisive for detecting the normal hyperbolicity of a flow or diffeomorphism at an invariant manifold. This resolves a problem raised by Hirsch, Pugh and Shub. In the case of flows, our operator admits an infinitesimal formulation, which allows us to prove that normally hyperbolic systems are stable under reparameterization in many cases.
1. Introduction and main results. In Hirsch, Pugh and Shub [3] , a study is made of dynamical systems on smooth manifolds which are normally hyperbolic at a fixed invariant submanifold. In the same treatment, several competing notions of normal hyperbolicity are introduced and contrasted. The weakest notion, "eventual relative normal hyperbolicity", defined below, is then shown to suffice to imply uniqueness and stability for the strongly stable and unstable laminations in the vicinity of the invariant submanifold. By a result of Mäne [4] , it is known that eventual relative normal hyperbolicity is the optimal formulation; for any weaker definition, the invariant manifold is not smoothly stable under a perturbation of the dynamical system. Thus, we shall simply refer to eventual relative hyperbolicity as normal hyperbolicity.
Generally speaking, hyperbolicity in dynamical systems can be expressed in terms of the spectral features of associated linear maps, e.g. the linearization at a fixed point. For Anosov diffeomorphisms, J. Mather [5] gave a spectral characterization (and for flows, see [2] ).
It is natural, then, to seek a spectral property equivalent to normal hyperbolicity -a problem raised in [3] . Specifically, one would like an operator, "canonically associated" to a diffeomorphism or flow, which is hyperbolic iff the dynamical system (/or/,) is normally hyperbolic. Moreover, one would prefer that (1) no a priori requirement of an invariant normal bundle be imposed, and (2) the above canonical operator arise in a natural way from a vector bundle map. The tensor map, defined below, will satisfy these requirements.
1.1. DEFINITION. Given a Cl-diffeomorphism f: M -» M on a smooth Riemannian manifold M, a compact invariant manifold P of f is normally hyperbolic at P if the tangent bundle of M restricted to P, TM \ P, has a continuous splitting TM \ P -TP A Nsp + Nup where Tp is the tmgent bundle of P, and NSP, N"P are Tf-invariant subbundles of TM\P such that the bundle maps (Pf)x = (Tf)x\(TP)x, (Nuf)x = (Tf)x\(N"P)x, and(Nsf)x = (Tf)x\ (NSP)X satisfy the estimates (i)\\(Nsf)x\\^KX", (ii)ii(/v"/)rii<^A", (iii) \\(Pf)-r"(x)\\ ■ \\(N*f)x\\ < KX", and (^)\\(pfrx\\A\(Nufrr"(x)w<KX", for constants K > 0, 0 < A < 1, and all x G P, all n G Z+ . For a C^-flow ft on M, with P invariant, we shall call P normally hyperbolic iff any particular map f is normally hyperbolic, in which case all maps fs, s G R, s =£ 0, are normally hyperbolic.
1.2. Definitions. A Banach bundle E over a p-manifold P is a topological vector bundle whose fibers Ex are isomorphic to a fixed model Banach space E° for all x G P. The chart transfer maps induce Banach space isomorphisms on fibers (see Akin [I] for a categorical treatment of Banach bundles.) A Finsler on E is an assignment of a norm \\x to each fiber Ex, compatible with its Banach space topology, and continuous in the sense that its representation in any locally trivializing chart is continuous (e.g. [1] ). An automorphism F = (F, /) of the vector bundle E is a fiber-preserving homeomorphism which is linear on each fiber Ex,x G P, and covers the homeomorphism f: P -> P, as in the diagram: An automorphism F is hyperbolic on E, if the bundle E splits as a continuous Whitney sum of two Banach subbundles E = Es A E", such that, for some integer «>0, ||f;|f;||<i and ||fx-|f;||<i.
for all x G P. Here, F" = (F", f) is the n-fold composition of F with itself. The fiber maps Fx are always assumed to be invertible.
The next proposition gives a more intrinsic formulation of normal hyperbolicity. Continuing with the setting of a map /: M -» M with a smooth invariant manifold P, we will not assume a priori the existence of an invariant normal bundle. Instead, form the quotient bundle 917> = TPM/TP over P with induced map 91/, leaving Pf as before. We can reorganize the definition of normal hyperbolicity as follows.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 1.3. Proposition [3] . For (/, M, P) as above, normal hyperbolicity is equivalent to the conditions: (a) 91/is a hyperbolic automorphism, with splitting %P -91'F + 91 "P.
(b) For some choice of Finsler on TP and 91F, and some n > 0,
The proof is immediate from the definitions. It is significant that (a) is equivalent to a simple spectral condition, which is worth stating in complete generality. Given a continuous bundle automorphism (F, A) on the bundle (E, P), with A a homeomorphism of P, there is a natural linear operator (F)#: Yb(E) -* Yb(E) on the space of bounded sections (E is Finslered) of E, Yh(E), such that if rj G Yh(E), (F#tj)(;c) = (F° r/)(A-'(x)), for all x G P.
The map F# restricts continuously to the closed subspace YC(E) of continuous sections of E. The following proposition may be found in [2, 3] .
Proposition. LetY(E) denote either YC(E) or Yh(E). Then (F, A) is hyperbolic iff the spectrum of F#: Y(E) -» Y(E) lies off the unit circle.
In particular, condition (a) in (1.3) holds iff (9l/)# has spectrum off the unit circle. It is condition (b) that appears to resist such a spectral pigeon hole. We now attempt to remedy this situation. Condition (b) is, essentially, a statement that the growth rates of 91/ "nest", above and below, those of Pf. To get at this behavior, first form the tensor product of T*P, the contangent bundle of P, and 91F, the quotient normal bundle. Thus, T*P ® 9LF is a bundle over P, with fiber atxEP given by (T*P)X ® (?HP)X. Tensor vectors (simple ones) are normed, as usual, so that ||u ® o|| = ||u|| • ||o||. Let Yb(T*P ® 91F) denote the bounded sections. In what follows, let P*f denote the natural cotangent bundle map T*(f\P) which, by duality, covers the inverse map /"'. Therefore, (P*/)-1 = P*f~x covers /. A necessary condition for normal hyperbolicity is given by our next result.
1.5. Proposition. If (f, M, P) is normally hyperbolic at P, then F*/"1 ® 91/ is a hyperbolic automorphism. In particular, the associated map (P*f~l ® 9l/)# acting on Yb(T*P ® 917>) has spectrum off the unit circle.
Proof. Split T*P ® 9t7> as a sum of Es = T*P ® 9l'F and F" = T*P ® 9l"F.
Note that P*f'x is a vector bundle map covering/, and with respect to a given Finsler on TP and 91P, which fiberwise induces one on T*P, we have, for all x G P, \\(pf-")f4=\\(pf-nm=\\(p*f-xi From (Ü) in (1.3), we obtain ||(F*/"' ® 9l"/);"|| < 1. Thus, Es A Eu is the desired splitting. D 1.6. Remarks. The converse is easily seen to be false; e.g., 7>*/ ' ® 91/ can be hyperbolic when 91/ is not. Also, (P*f~l ® 9t/)# does not equal (P*/"')# ® (9L/)#; in fact, the former is a quotient map of the latter.
Thus, we seek now to strengthen the tensor hyperbolicity condition above. Since the hyperbolicity of 91/ is already a spectral property, we shall assume that 9LF splits into the stable and unstable parts 9lfP + 91 "P with irs and iru, the corresponding bundle projections. For values of ju, 0 =s p < oo, define the bundle isomorphisms over the identity, A = e'v-its A eßiru.
Finally, define the family of vector bundle maps FM on T*P ® 91F, such that ¿r = p*/~' ®A^flf, p^O.
1.7. Definition. Let us call the family {Fß: 0 *z p < cc} uniformly hyperbolic if for each p, 0 < ¡u. < oo, the spectrum of(Ffl)# lies outside a fixed annulus, independent of p, containing the unit circle in its interior.
A simple expedient allows us to lift uniform hyperbolicity to the hyperbolicity of a single Banach bundle map. Form a bundle B over P whose fiber at x is given by Bx = [a: [0, oo) -(T*P)X ® (9LF)J a is bounded}, i.e., each fiber is a Banach space of bounded curves, which is Finslered so that if ax G Bx, \\ax\\ = sup{\\a(p)\\x: 0 < p < oo}. The family Fß induces a lift BF: B -B such that
Clearly, (BF, /) is a vector bundle automorphism on (B, P). We can now state and prove our main theorem. Proof. Suppose / is normally hyperbolic at P. We shall show that this assures the uniform hyperbolicity of the family Fr Indeed, split T*P ® 91F as (T*P ® 91/P) + (T*P ® 9l"P), which for simplicity, we write as Es A E". Then for some n > 0, \\f;\E<\\ = e-"|(P*/-' ® 917)l\\ = e-»\\(P*f~»)x\\ ■ ||(917") J < e-> < 1, and similarly, \\F~"\EX\\< e'^ <= 1. Conversely, suppose (7^} is uniformly hyperbolic for 0 < /i, < oo. Thus, a priori, for each p, the bundle T*P ® 91F splits as a sum E^ A E£, with F^ contracting E^ and F~x contracting E£. For each p > 0, the decomposition 77* + 77" = (T*P ® 9L*F) + (T*P ® 9l"F)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use is also F-invariant. Since F^ is hyperbolic and TP is complemented by an 7y-invariant subbundle, FJ7T1 is hyperbolic. Form the operator (Ffi\Hs)# on the section space Y(HS). Evidently, the spectrum of (7^ 177J)# is given by°{ Fll\H°)# = e-oa(F0\H°)#.
But, if the spectral radius of (F0 | 77i)# is r0, there exists a p > 0 with e~% = 1, unless r0 < 1. Since <t(7^)# lies off the unit circle, for p 3= 0, we infer that r0 < 1 and (F0 | 77J)# is a contraction. In particular 7F G E¿. A similar argument with F'\ gives H" G E£ and, by finite dimensions, we have F¿ = Hs, E£ = 77". Repeating this process with 7^ in place of F0, for any fixed p0 > 0, leads to the conclusion that for all p>0, Es = T*P ® 91sP and E" = T*P ® 91 "P.
For this splitting, the hyperbolicity of F0 yields the desired normal hyperbolicity. It remains to prove that {7^} is uniformly hyperbolic iff a certain hyperbolic bundle map exists. Let BF and B he as defined above. Assume {F^} is uniformly hyperbolic, and split the bundle B as Bs A B" with Bx = [a G Bx: a(p) G (T*P)X ® (9lJP)x, (i^O) and B^ = {a G Bx: a(p) G (T*P)X ® (%UP)X, p > 0}. Then, it is easily verified that BF is hyperbolic with respect to this continuous splitting. Hence, TiF | B^ is hyperbolic, for each p > 0, with uniformly hyperbolic estimates, independent of p. Finally, BF | B^ acting on Bß over/is obviously bundle-equivalent to FM acting on T*P ® 9LF, which completes our proof. D 1.11. Remark. Perhaps (1.9) is best understood as equating normal hyperbolicity to the hyperbolicity of a pair of vector bundle maps (91/, /) and (TiF, /) such that the map BF is defined once the hyperbolicity of 91/ is established. In applications, as we shall see below, it is often easier to replace the hyperbolicity of (BF, f) by the uniform hyperbolicity of the family {F^}.
2. Infinitesimal normal hyperbolicity in flows. Suppose .Visa smooth vector field on M which generates a normally hyperbolic flow at the invariant smooth manifold P, i.e. each time-/-map/( for t ¥= 0, of the flow is normally hyperbolic at P. It will be useful to form the vector bundle flow F, = P*f/X ® 91/, acting on T*P ® 9LF, which induces the group of linear operators (F,)# acting on the Banach section space YC(T*P ® 9LF). The group (F,)# is a strongly-continuous semigroup with infinitesimal generator 6DA-, defined on a dense subspace of rc(F*F ® 91P). To see the form that tyy takes, choose a section of T*P ® 9LP of the special form « ® Z, where w is a continuous section of T*P and Z is a continuous section of 91P. In fact, the totality of continuous sections of T*P ® 9LF is given by the uniform closure of We may, therefore, express 6i)x as 6i)x = (tx ® 7) + (7 ® Lx), a sum of commuting differential opertors. For the associated family of operators (Ft) = P*f_, ® A/Alf, employed in the proof of Theorem 1.9, the generators have the form, for ju. s* 0,
It can be shown that C^L has spectrum off the imaginary axis iff (F,) forms a semigroup in t, of hyperbolic bundle maps [7] . This yields the infinitesimal version of The family of bundle maps (F,)^ restricts to the bundle A'1 ®91P, and is hyperbolic if X is normally hyperbolic at P, with the obvious splitting (Xa-®9L5P) + (Xx ®9l"P). Since (Ft\ is hyperbolic on [AT ® 91P = (T*P/XX) ® 91P, the converse is easily seen to hold, and we can summarize these findings, as follows. Assume, again, that 91/ is hyperbolic.
Proposition.
If X ¥= 0 on P, it is necessary and sufficient for normal hyperbolicity to require that the restriction of(6íx))¡ to sections of Ar± ®9lP have spectrum off the imaginary axis for p>0.
We come now to the main result in this section, concerning reparameterization.
2.3. Theorem. Suppose that the C1 flow X on M is such that X \ P is nonsingular and generates a flow in P with a dense set of nonperiodic points. If X is normally hyperbolic at P, then <bX is normally hyperbolic at P for any smooth d>: M -» R, <b > 0. Moreover, the quotient normal bundle splitting 9LP = 9LJP + 9l"P persists under reparameterization.
Proof. We first show that 9Z/P and 91 "P are unchanged with reparameterization. The normal semigroup (9L/)#Z(x) = 9l/Z(/_,x) has infinitesimal generator Lx, which denotes the Jacobi bracket of sections of TM taken modulo sections of TP. By the hyperbolicity of 91/, Lx has spectrum disjoint from the imaginary axis. The sections of 9I/P correspond to the invariant subspace of Lx whose spectrum lies in the strictly negative (real) half-plane; while, sections of 91 "P arise from the spectral component of positive real part. These subspaces are uniquely determined. Reparameterization Y = 4>X, 4> > 0, requires that we examine the operator LY = L^x. It is standard fact that L^XZ = <bLxZ A Z<bX, and, taking Z modulo vector fields tangent to P, means that we can excise the function multiple of X, leaving the relation L^XZ = <f>LxZ. Since <#>(■*) is real and positive, <bLx is invertible whenever Lx is, which also suffices to rule out any imaginary spectrum (in the generic case of a dense set of nonperiodic points) [2] . Then <bX generates a family of hyperbolic bundle maps on 91P whenever the family 91/, derived from X, is hyperbolic. Moreover, the reparameterized vector field has the same contractive/expansive normal subbundle splitting. Thus, the infinitesimal generators are defined for p > 0, and satisfy the relation (%x)^ ® Z) = 4>Kvy co ® Z) + u(X) d<p ® A^Z.
for simple tensors to ® Z. Hence, on the closure of sections 2(co, ® Z,) with to, X = 0 the operator (^x)ß -«M^a-Xi 's invertible, as desired, by Proposition 2.2. D 2.4. Remark. Actually, the hypothesis that A' | P be nonsingular can probably be removed via a local " partition-of-unity" argument. The same goes for the assumption that nonperiodic points are dense.
